
PEACE:  There are no words that can really explain how I feel when I am at peace.  All is 
good and All is perfection; I am at home . . . I AM home.  I flow into service and opportunity 
— I feel at ease and things come naturally.  I am aware of spirit’s backing all around me.  
And as I do my part, I am free.  With this vibration, my light shines and my light grows.  I am 
in charge of my energy.  Or to say it another way, “I am directed, dynamic and decisive.”  I 
know that what I experience is for all time, and I am enjoying it all.  I am beginning to feel 
what it is like for my Helpers (my guidance), doing their works; “freedom in, liberation 
out.”  This feeling is not an ‘escape,’ or a way to get away.  On the contrary, it is lucid, 
here and now.  I am aware of myself and all around me.  The more I relax into it, the 
more it comes out from me.  I imagine fulfilling my potential, at all times . . . that’s the 
vibration I am becoming.  That is the vibration of moving from space time to light time.

WEIGHTLESS:  I am love.  I am that I am.  It’s what holds my cells together.  Accepting this 
is like walking on the moon; bounding giant steps, leaping and gliding, one foot in front of the 
other.  Besides the positive psychological and physiological effects, there is a clarity that 
opens to me.  Something that can only be described as, spiritual.  Again, this is not some 
“feel-good” idea or decoy causing a detour from my life’s purpose, it is real and manifest as 
practical.  I also begin knowing, seeing, hearing and sensing what is underneath — Worries 
of people falling behind, or the feeling that others do not want me to go beyond them.  That 
would be a vibration that emanates, as if to say: “I want you to be happy and free . . . but 
only as long as I am in control of you.”  Oh well, at least they have part of the message clear.  
Some people do not even have that.  They are stuck in survival, heavily laden down with 
their “burdens,” real or imagined.  I can inspire or lend a hand but I cannot truly free them.  
Only they have the power to go from being bound to weightlessness.  Still, I am here to be of 
service.  And I will not stop doing so, because it is service that fills me with my needs . . . 
that is true love.

LIMITLESS:  Perhaps it’s important I clarify my perspective — I am here to be of service (not 
a servant).  I can work with anyone and do nearly any project.  At times however, it can look 
like I am a servant at a job; taking direction from other people, doing things.  In reality, I am 
simply renting my time.  That’s it.  The distinction is, I am in it for me (not them).  While there 
is no doubt I have “true-concern” for people and things (that is my expression of love), I am 
merely claiming the opportunity which I have accepted.  Meaning, there is something in it for 
me.  Otherwise I would not have gotten involved.  That is the huge secret to all my ventures 
and experiences in life; knowing what I am getting out of it.  Sometimes it’s small, sometimes 
it’s big.  Regardless, I will be doing the very best I know how.  That means, whomever I work 
with, they will be right next to a conscious evolving soul.  They will “pick-up” on the feeling of 
being limitless.  From that view point, life is very different, particularly to those who feel 
trapped in a small picture.  The reality is, Life Is Great!  If I don’t feel that it is, I am not 
working with my greatness.  I can say from experience, there is no better time to be “great” 
than now.
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CELESTIAL:  When I think of the sun or look at the stars, I cannot help but feel a kinship.  
Even those who have become hardened, can gaze up and feel something.  Much like tired 
sailors at sea, relaxing in the majesty of the night sky.  What I am saying is, I am celestial.  
By having fun, being of service and inspiring others, I am my true self.  And if I make that 
my routine (my habit), I feel eternal.  I make a life of Doing & Being, based on who I 
truly am and where I am going.  Of course, there are times when I buy into confusion about 
my purpose or direction.  Very quickly I think of mundane earthly ideas.  Worse, I can 
start believing the only light in my life is through “Emotions.”  Most times I see it clearly in 
others but not so much in myself.  But, that’s why I’m here!  To brighten up those 
areas of darkness, within.  Or to put it more systemically, Be-Do-Shine.  My friends, 
apprentices and colleagues too will have challenges.  This is normal.  The more sensitive 
they are, the more those ‘challenges’ feel hellish.  When I am clear, I am a reminder, a 
voice, a guide back home.  And when I look at them, I see them the same way, whether 
they are up or down, succeeding or failing . . . I see them as they are — light. 

CONNECTED:  I am that I am, connected to all things, including people.  This is referred to 
as, “Becoming One” — My sisters and brothers are all around me.  This is an echo that 
moves way in front of me.  The contrary is, getting lost in ‘things’ and covering up the fact 
that I came to work with people.  So, I do not indulge in that diversion.  I keep it simple, light 
and fun; so as to fulfill my mission more easily.  This of course does not mean I have 
no boundaries.  I do have them.  “Boundaries” show respect.  It also does not mean I 
am without direction — I am my direction, and I have a compass.  Even with all the 
love & respect for people and things, I am clear that, I come in alone, I go out alone and no 
one is going to raise my state of consciousness but me.  And yet I am never lonely, I have 
all my helpers with me.  The Universe is my playpen.  Making all this practical is being a 
“Living light”; Feeling light, thinking light and acting light.  The vibration is that of: Decision, 
Delight, Dedication, Destination and Determination.  I am reborn of the stars when I come 
home to that feeling.  This is one of the Laws-of-the-Universe.  “Astro” is Being 
unlimited and universal, stretching out as far as I can reach:  With every experience I 
reach further — With every echo, more profound — and the law of the Universe becomes 
clearer.
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